Annex 3.2.4.1 – Found documentation for A90
Investigation into the research of Milena Penkowa

Overview of paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of exps and ID of health ethics permit</th>
<th>Biopsies</th>
<th>HL patients (Hodgkins lymphoma)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type and no. of persons</td>
<td>34 patients with HL and 10 healthy controls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Documentation and information requested by Panel, and further keywords and comments for identifying the wanted documentation:

- How was the histopathological classification into different HL subgroups?
- MT-I+II - Technical assistants contributed. - Interview with Per Boye Hansen on the classification into subgroups?

The documentation and information found, including the “animal key”, if found:

**Key: PBH** Human tissue from Herlev Hospital. (The key sheets contain some data on other diseases than Hodgkin’s also – these other data are of course not relevant for A90). Text on maybe-relevant key sheets:


Stained sections of Hodgkin tissue are in the left freezer in room 15, on 3rd shelf. Sections of Hodgkin tissue, labelled “Hodgkin”. Appear un-stained. There are also boxes “Humant fra Herlev”, but most of them appear to contain non-stained sections. (PBH is likely to be a maybe-associated key, because the co-author from Herlev Hosp. is Per Boye Hansen.).

- Colour photos shown in A90 can be found in folder “SUND Penkowa 2\D\HL-MT\flour1-CD34-MT...” on the MP harddisc (The Secretariat has not copied those as the request for this paper concerns the histopathological classification, exclusively)

- Hard copies of lists with names, CPR numbers and examinations/diagnosis of HL patients were found in an open paper tray in the MP archive.

PJ’s telephone conversation with Per Boye Hansen 23.03.12 on the classification into HL subgroups:

- the classification into HL subgroups is done by using WHO’s classification for Hodgkin’s (under Hematology).

Written documentation found:

Sheets on key “PBH”, concerning Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, placed in the folder “Key to Animals” in the MP archive, as well as found hard copies with information on HL patients have been examined by the Secretariat and the Panel. The sheets and hard copies are, however, not inserted below, because they contain CPR numbers of patients. As regards the hard copies, they contain CPR numbers in combination with the names and information on examinations/diagnoses of these patients.